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Against the new Salvini law
and the old Bossi-Fini.

Neither exploited nor clandestines!
Saturday, February 23, h. 3pm
Centro Zonarelli, V. Sacco 14, Bologna
Bus 21 from the central train station
Coordinamento migranti – Asahi Modena – Ass.ne senegalese Cheikh Anta Diop –
Ass.ne lavoratori marocchini – Ass.ne Eritrea democratica – Diaspora Africana Modena –
Diaspora Ivoriana d’Emilia-Romagna – Comunità Pakistana Bologna – Ass.ne Sopra i Ponti

The Minister of Fear’s decree is law and its application will
be painful. First, Salvini closed the Italian ports, then he
treated the NGOs as criminal organisations, attacked
Riace’s welcome model, removed Baobab and other
occupations where migrants were involved. Now this new
law makes the life of migrants women and men impossible
and removes the roofs over their heads. Salvini’s law
implies the abolition of the humanitarian permit, it denies
the residency to the asylum seekers (even to
unaccompanied minors), it extends the detention in the
new CPRs and it destroys the SPRAR system. Moreover,
constantly depicting migrants as violent rapists, criminals
and drug-dealers, the government’s racism legitimize
private citizens hunting blacks and the cooperatives trying
to leave them on the streets. This racism is not just a
desperate attempt to gain the Italians’ consensus, it is also
an attempt to divide migrants in order to prevent their
autonomous organized actions. This will be the political
landscape in 2019. Against all this we have to find new
ways for migrants women and men to protest, to speak-up
and fight for freedom, since no one will be able to come
out of this situation by himself or by herself. Salvini’s
politics produce fear, but this can’t stop us from fighting
against those who manage this racism on a daily basis.

Territorial commissions do the dirty job, increasingly denying
documents and permits, which means forcing migrants into the new
CPRs or to sleep on the streets waiting to be deported. Since July
2018 commissions started to do what Salvini already wanted and
later wrote as a law: denying humanitarian permits. In November
2018 rejections reached the record percentage of 80% of the
requests, while the average in 2017 was 58%. In the same month,
only 5% of the requests for a humanitarian permit were accepted,
when last year’s average percentage was 25%. This new law
guarantees to the commissions a greater discretion. While the
“questure” will be responsible for the new special-cases permits (for
health, domestic violence, exploitation or natural disaster),
commissions will have not only to evaluate the special-protection
permits (risk of persecution, torture), but also to evaluate thousands
of requests made before the new law entered into force. What will
happen to these migrants?
Some, as in Bologna and Modena, have been waiting for the
commission’s decision for more than two years and they don’t know
how much longer will they have to wait in order to escape the trap of
the welcome system. The refugee status is granted less and less, but
we don’t know if “prefetture” and “questure” of Bologna and Modena
will still be giving humanitarian permits to those who made their
request before October 5th 2018, when the decree was enforced. The
last Ministerial circular says the older requests will be evaluated
according to the new rules, but such retroactivity translates into an
uneven treatment. The situation is only apparently clearer for
migrants who had their position regulated before that day. Those
already possessing a humanitarian permit will be forced to convert it
into a work permit or – if they do not have a labour contract – they
will have to ask the commission for a one-year special-protection
permit (with which they will be able to work, but which is not
convertible into a job permit). On the other hand, those migrants who
had a humanitarian permit given by the commission before the 5th of
October 2018, but who are still waiting for their document, will have
the possibility to receive from the “questure” a two-year special
permit convertible into a job permit. →
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→This situation aims dividing the migrants,
women and men, more and more, by
multiplying the different kinds of permit
which they are entitled to in order to stay in
this country. By following the policies stated
by “prefetture” and “questure”, the
commissions will be free to manage
concessions and rejections according to the
demand of the labour market, which will be
entitled to decide who ‘deserves’ to stay in
Italy. Those who will obtain a “special permit”
or already possess a humanitarian permit will
be in a condition that is becoming more and
more similar to that of migrants who have
been living in Italy for many years. These
migrants, as well as asylum seekers,
have to wait for long – and pay a high price – to renew a permit which most of the times is delivered very close to the expiring
date. This is how the Bossi-Fini law comes back, hitting the asylum seekers as well, whose chances to remain in this country are
strictly tied to their exploitation and the limitation of their freedom to move in order to seek a better wage and a better life. The
abolition of humanitarian protection also reveals the limits of the government’s racist strategy, that expresses the will to expel
thousands of migrants, without having a real chance to do so, as a result of the absence of financial resources and bi-lateral
agreements with the countries of origin. What this strategy actually does is leaving migrants at the mercy of bosses and
cooperatives, which have known for years how to exploit black work, regularly or not. It is on this common ground that we have
the possibility to build a fight which keeps united asylum seekers and migrants who have been living in Italy for years. This
struggle must be against the administration of racism in this country, that is the way in which commissions, “prefetture” and
“questure” decide on the lives of thousands of women and men by denying and revoking the permits, by giving or not the
possibility to convert a permit into a job permit, by obstructing and slowing down the practices for the renewals: “prefetture”,
“questure” and commissions make any kind of permit more and more precarious for everybody, asylum seekers and other
migrants. For all these reasons we call an assembly in Bologna: an assembly of migrants, women and men, associations and
anti-racist organizations, which in the last years have refused the cage of the reception system and the institutional racism; an
assembly to organize together a mobilisation against the commission of Bologna and Modena and against “prefetture” and
“questure”, which want migrants and asylum seekers to be either illegal or exploited.

The symbolic anti-racism of the municipality of
Bologna
The drama of the Mayor Merola raising his voice against
Salvini, claiming Bologna as a welcoming city, has not
ended yet. Now he criticizes the minister for cutting the
funds for the SRAR but does not say a word about the
question of the registration of asylum seekers in the civil
register. This is true also for his “leftist” heir, Matteo
Lepore, who only reiterates that the city council will
continue to finance the reception system. We hope he is
not talking about just the money it gives the cooperatives
to integrate migrants by making them work for free!
Merola and his commissioners should stop this fake
opposition: they are supposed to publicly say how they
intend to enforce the Salvini law. Perhaps they do not
know that, as claimed by several lawyers, the law does not
prohibit asylum seekers from registering in the civil
register, but it only abolishes the simplified procedure. In
fact, the law produces a legislative void that forces mayors
to throw the mask and say which side they are on: the side
of migrants or that of Salvini?
We ask Merola and his council: will the City of Bologna deny the registration to the civil register for asylum seekers who will
request it, or not? Does it intend to cancel already registered asylum seekers? Will migrant women and men deprived of the
identity card still be able to use, without any bureaucratic setback, the few services still linked to the register? It seems they do not
want to talk about these questions; but these are the only answers that migrants would like to have. Moreover, for more than a
month Merola have been silent on our complaint about the piano freddo. Unlike the previous years, the Prefettura and the
cooperatives involved in the project have not signed the agreement to suspend, at least during winter, the expulsions from the
Cas of those migrants who are ending their "project". Even in this case no word has been said by the “welcoming mayor”: he has
just taken the decision to decrease the number of beds available in the municipal dormitories. But Merola and his council still
have many merits. For example, they have given honorary citizenship to Mimmo Lucano and they have conferred the civic award
"Giorgio Guazzaloca" to a Bolognese volunteer of the Mediterranean ship… Dear mayor, we beg you to avoid other symbolic
gestures. If you do not want to disobey, not even abstractly, please have at least the decency of silence.
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Modena. Migrants’ struggle against Caleidos

Stampa solidale a cura del centro stampa G. Fabbri, Circolo Anarchico C. Berneri, Porta S. Stefano, Bologna

Caleidos is one of those cooperatives which decorate themselves
for taking care of migrants, suggesting integration models and
practising an “alternative refugees-welcome”. The migrants’
struggle in Modena has shown what this alternative model really
means: unjustified expulsions, delays or non-payments of food
and pocket money, suspension of the Italian classes established
for the asylum-seekers hosted in the structures outside Modena
(in spite of the fact that funds for those classes have already
been established) continuous attempts to make business at the
expense of the guests of the structure, cheatings and openly
paternalist behaviours towards the asylum seekers, the refusal
of supporting every attempt refugees make to build an
independent life outside the centres which host them. The
alternative reception model of Caleidos is nothing but the
reception system at the time of Salvini, and it has been so even
before the Minister of Fear. As early as 2017 the municipality of
Modena, in agreement with the cooperative, refused the
registration to the civil registry, and a migrant demonstration

eventually forced them to step back. Today, the racism of the
government pushes Caleidos not only to organize night patrols
in order to control migrants, but even to ask the Prefettura of
Modena to check its own flats. When these patrols have found
out migrants who were not registered in the reception project
and were hosted by their friends inside the apartments
managed by Caleidos, the cooperative immediately decided,
without any warning or countenance, to kick out on the street
hosts and guests and to expel from its projects those migrants
who were found guilty of the “serious crime of solidarity”.
Migrants’ solidarity, their voice, their struggle and the action of
Asahi Modena permitted not to accept silently the blackmails
from Caleidos and to make sure that it stopped its patrols and
expulsions.
A real migrants’ movement in Modena exists, it takes to the
street and raise its voice against the cage of the reception
system, against the construction of the CPR and the exploitation
of migrant labour. And it will keep on doing it against Salvini Law.

Cesena: «We need to be united and determined»
We interviewed A., one of the first migrants who
took part in the struggle in Cesena which claimed
for the right to have a place to sleep in and refused
the racism with which political institutions and some
cooperatives try to dispose of migrant’s lives.
>> Why and How did the migrant’s protest start
in Cesena?
In the last months 20 of us had been expelled from
the reception centres and had to live on the streets.
Some of us had received a denial from the
commission, others had a humanitarian permit. In
July, after many meetings, the Prefecture accepted
to let us get back to the centres, but the practices
remained unanswered for months, so in November
some of us started to sleep in front of the
Municipality of Cesena. The mayor tried in every
way to avoid us, sending us from an office to
another, while the police kept ordering us to leave.
Meanwhile, the struggle got wider involving more
and more migrants
and thanks to the support of many local forces. After a while some of us were allowed to go back to the centres, but we decided to
keep fighting together until we had a solution for everybody. Now somebody is in the centres, others in the dormitories. In
December another group of migrants started a struggle in Cesenatico because of the same reasons. →
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→ Obinna, one of the migrants who had to live on the streets, Fortunately, nobody in Romagna has been expelled from the
had died of cold few days before in a building where he was centres after our protest, but migrants are very scared of
looking for shelter for the night.
express themselves and taking to the streets. This is why we
need to be united and determined, because this is the only way
>> Is this the first time that migrants start a political we have to win this fear. At the beginning, when we started
struggle in Cesena?
sleeping in front of the Comune, we were only 4 and the police
threatened us continuously. When the struggle got bigger we
For me it was the first time and I’ll keep doing it. I understood became aware that when many people are together threatens
that fighting is the only way migrants have to see their rights can do very little; so we went on decidedly and eventually we
recognized. Migrants face many problems everyday. Having a got what we wanted. The organization is fundamental because
place to sleep in is the first concern for those who leave the you have to be always prepared to fight, not only when
reception system, but who lives in the centres waiting for the somebody dies. It’s very important that Italians fight with us,
commission is threatened, intimidated and controlled on a daily but migrants must always be the first to speak-up and the
basis by cooperatives like Croce d’Oro. The reception system is struggle must always start from their problems. Our experience
a real cage. Moreover, there’s the working issue: in Romagna shows that, as long as the migrants are the protagonists of the
many migrants work in the charge and discharge of chickens, struggle, it is possible to get the results. In Emilia Romagna
some of them without a contract, others with short-term there are quite some forces, we learnt about the assemblies
contracts whit which is very hard to get a job permit.
and the demonstrations organized in Modena and Bologna. It’s
important to keep in contact, stay united and give visibility to
>> What does it change for the migrants with Salvini law?
our experiences in order to make it clear that in this region a
movement of migrants already exists, and it’s getting bigger.
The number of denials have raised and there is a lot of
confusion about the different types of permit.

What does the Ministerial Circular say about the
application of Salvini Law?
According to the Ministerial Circular of the 18th of December,
Salvini gave instructions to police headquarters, prefectures
and territorial commissions on how to apply the security
decree. First, he tried to impose on municipalities the
abolition of the right to obtain the registry office certificate
for the asylum seekers only, regardless the constitutional
tenet of substantive equality. As such, it will be harder for
migrants to get access to social services and healthcare.
Even though Salvini law actually establishes that these
services will be provided to migrants anyway only
accordingly to the domicile, we can expect the usual delays
and resistances of the public administrations to adequate to
the new norms. Migrants will surely pay the consequences.
After all, as a matter of fact, they’ve been acquainted with
institutional racism for several years. Moreover, the
Ministerial Circular of the 18th December 2018 clarifies the
new procedures that are supposed to speed up the
assessment of the applications for asylum but,
rather than making the process shorter, these procedures will
actually increase the number of rejections. Among the new
provisions, there’s the priority evaluation of the territorial
commission within two days. It has also been established a fasttrack procedure that will automatically consider as manifestly
unfounded any applications for protection made by migrants
coming either from the so-called “Safe Countries” or from
countries within which there are zones labelled as “safe zones”,
where migrants can ultimately be repatriated. Furthermore, it
has been introduced the “immediate lawsuit”, that will concern
those who have been charged with a criminal complaint. This
means people not only can be expelled before a final judgement,
but even without a proper trial. Lastly, it will be established the
retroactivity of the law for the applications for asylum made
before the law was enforced. Hence, the many migrants who
have been waiting for months or years an evaluation from the
territorial commissions won’t be able to count on humanitarian
protection which, during the last years, has prevented the status
of illegal immigrant for so many of them.
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